
Dick Chamberlin 
  

On behalf of the Dept of Pharmaceutical Sciences, I’d like to welcome all of you and thank you 

for being here.  

 

We are here to celebrate and thank Pharma Research Products for their generous donation of 

$1.25 million in support of  Professor Young Jik Kwon’s research program. 

  

I would like to personally thank our guests, 

  

Mr. Sang Soo Jung (Chairman, Pharma Research Products, Co.) 

   And is wife Pil-Hyun Park 
Who have traveled here from Korea, and 

  

Daniel Choi (President/CEO, “D. R. J. Organics”) 

Who has traveled here from Orange, CA 

  

Also, events like these do not just happen spontaneously, and I am grateful to our staff, 

particularly Michelle Mar and Marilyn Huynh for organizing today’s celebration on 

an impossibly short timescale. 

  

Since 2007, PharmSci’s undergrad program has grown to over 600 undergraduate majors, one 

of the most popular at UCI, and the PhD program now numbers 40 graduate students. 

  

We are already ranked in the top 15% of pharmaceutical sciences departments in the nation, 

and UCI has become the #1 feeder program for pharmacy schools. 

  

Our success is due largely to dedicated and talented faculty members like Professor Kwon., 

whose laboratories are at the forefront of research in the basic pharmaceutical sciences. 

  

Gifts like this really do make a difference, and 

  

We are grateful to have received such generous support from Pharma Research Products. 

  

I’d now like to introduce Chris Smith, Associate Vice Chancellor, Health 

Advancement, and invite him to say a few words. 

  

 

 



Chris Smith 

 

Thank you Dr. Chamberlin. 

  

I would like to thank all of our guests for being here tonight, especially our guests of honor, 

Pharma Research Products, for their generous contribution to our university. 

  

Partnerships like Pharma Research Products are so important, because without them, 

institutions like ours will not be able to survive.  Due to the lack of state funding, we are 

dependent on generous donors like Pharma Research Products, who understand the value of 

education.  Who understand why it is important to support great research projects that are not 

getting funded by traditional routes.  Especially at these hard times, it is critical to support the 

demands for building corporate-university collaborations like ours. 

  

Again, thank you Pharma Research Products for your kind gift, and making a difference in our 

department. 

  

Now, I would like to invite Dr. Young Jik Kwon up here to say a few words about how your 

generosity will impact his research. 

 

  

 

  



Young Jik Kwon: 
 

We are so excited to be here today to thank Pharma Research Products for their generous gift 

to promote Pharmaceuticals Biomaterials Research in my laboratory named BioTherapeutics 

Engineering Laboratory also called BioTEL in short.  

 

I have been extremely fortunate to get to know Pharma Research Products, thanks to the 

introduction by a former visiting professor in my laboratory and a plastic surgeon from Korea, 

Dr. Chan Yeong Heo. One thing among many others I really like about Pharma Research 

Products is that they put the highest value in people and the company is like a big family.  We 

are here to thank Pharma Research Products for their generous gift, but I also take this event as 

a great chance to introduce my professional family here at UCI to Pharma Research Products.  

 

With this generous support, we hope to achieve the development of novel nucleic acid-based 

bionanomaterials for cancer therapy and regenerative medicine. My laboratory has been 

exploring innovative methods for efficient and safe delivery of therapeutic molecules such as 

drugs, nucleic acids, and proteins. By applying the  technologies developed in my laboratory to 

polydeoxyribose nucleotides (PDRN) the new class of biomaterials developed and 

manufactured by Pharma Research Product, I am confident that we can get a step closer to a 

longer and healthier life.  

 

I am pleased to share this new sign that will be hanging in my laboratory [unveil 

sign][applause] 

 

I’d like to invite our guests of honor to the stage for a photo. [Invite guests of honor up for 

photo with the sign][photos] 

 

Let us raise our glasses in a toast. 

 

Thank you Pharma Research Products for helping us shape a brighter, healthier future [raise 

glasses][applause] 

 

[Sang Soo Jung: Chairman, Pharma Research Products, to say a few words then hand 

mic back to Young] 

 

Thank you all for joining us today, and please enjoy the rest of the event. 

 

 

 


